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Ins ection Summar

Areas Ins ected Routine, announced inspection by resident and Region-based
inspectors of control room operations, licensee action on previous inspection
findings, operational safety verification, surveillance program, maintenance
program, licensee event reports, special inspection topics, and procedural
adherence., During this inspection, Inspection Procedures 37551, 61726, 62703,
71707, 71750, 90712, 92700, 92901, 92902, 92903, and 92904 were used.

Results

~0erations

Three equipment operator (EO) errors were found by the licensee's
maintenance organization during a verification of three clearance orders.
These errors indicated the continued need for improvement in EO

performance.

Operator awareness of control room indications continues to need
improvement. The resident inspector found the service water (SW) flow
indication below the Technical Specification (TS) minimum value, which
resulted in identification that the indication was out of calibration.
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~ The licensee did not appear to adequately control the position of a
breaker in the diesel generator room.

~ The licensee did not appear to thoroughly understand the reasons for the
'ieselfuel oil selector switch positions. Further, procedural controls

on these switches were inconsistent.

The inspectors determined that the engineered safety feature systems were
in good order and aligned in accordance with plant procedures.

II

The licensee achieved a black board (no annunciators lit) in the control
room, resulting from a strong effort from operations, maintenance, and
engineering personnel.

Maintenance

~ Maintenance and surveillance activities were generally performed and
documented properly.

The licensee did not fully prepare for the replacement of the diesel
generator relay in that the personnel involved were not aware that the
work was to be done in the vicinity of energized circuits and required a
human danger tag.

The licensee did not adequately prepare for the diesel generator air
dryer replacement in that inadequate research was done to ensure that the
new air dryer would fit in the system.

The licensee did not properly install tubing support clamps for tubing
associated with the Transmitter CAC-FT-7B design change.

The licensee failed to follow the procedure for documenting the post
maintenance pressure test of the new containment atmospheric
control (CAC) transmitter instrument tubing.

En ineerin

The performance of technical work needs improvement. For example:

The licensee did not identify the need to install label plates for the
new instrument valves for design change for Transmitter CAC-LT-1B:

The licensee made errors in developing the new Rosemount transmitter
surveillance procedure.

I

The licensee performed an inadequate review of the design change
associated with changeout.of the local power range monitor (LPRM)
stnngs, resulting in problems with calibrating the LPRMS.



~ The licensee's discovery of the leaking flange in Transmitter CNS-SR-20
reflected good troubleshooting and a questioning attitude.

Plant Su ort

~ The licensee continues to maintain a large number of fire impairments in
the plant.

~ The licensee continues to experience problems in the control and
maintenance of contaminated area boundaries.

~ The licensee's control room observations appeared to require
strengthening in that the inspector identified the bent padeyes for the
locks on security breakers.

~ Housekeeping in the plant and in the emergency preparedness centers was
good.

Summar of Ins ection Findin s:

~ Violation 397/9235-03 (Section 8.3) was closed.

~ Violation 397/9318-05 (Section 9. 1) was

~ Violation 397/9318-07 (Section 7.2) was

closed.

closed.

Violation 397/9318-09 (Section 8.4) was closed.

Violation 397/9324-03 (Section 8.6) was closed.

Violation 397/9324-04 (Section 8.7) was closed.

Violation 397/9324-05 (Section 7.3) was closed.

Violation 397/9427-01 (Section 3. 1. 1.2) was identified.

Followup Item 397/9313-04 (Section 7. 1) was closed.

Followup Item 397/9318-11 (Section 8.5) was closed.

Followup Item 397/9402-02 (Section 8.8) was closed.

Deviation 397/9116-02 (Section 8. 1) was closed.

Deviation 397/9116-04, (Section 8.2) was closed.

Licensee Event Report 397/9304 (Section 10.3) was reviewed and closed.

Licensee Event Report 397/9306 (Section 10.3) was reviewed and closed.



~ Licensee Event Report 397/9308 (Revisions 0 and 1) (Section 10.3)'as .

reviewed and closed.

~ Licensee E'vent Report 397/9322 (Revisions 0 and 1) (Section 10. 1) was
reviewed and closed.-

Licensee Event Report 397/9330 (Revisions 0 and 1) (Section 10.3) was
reviewed and closed.

~ Licensee Event Report 397/9412 (Section 10.2) was reviewed and left open.

Attachment:

Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting



DETAILS

1 PLANT STATUS

At the start of the inspection period, the reactor was at 100 percent power.
The reactor continued to operate at 100 percent power (except for temporary
power reductions to conduct control rod and bypass valve testing and to
correct steam leaks) until the end of the inspection period.

2 PLANT OPERATIONS (71707, 92901)

2.1 Plant Tours

The inspectors toured the following plant areas:

Reactor Building
Primary Containment
Control Room
Diesel Generator Building
Radwaste Building
SW Buildings
Technical Support Center
Turbine Generator Building
Yard Area and Perimeter

2.2 Observations

The inspectors observed the Following items during the tours:

2.2.1 Operating Logs and Records

The inspectors reviewed operating logs and records against TS and
administrative control procedure requirements and found no discrepancies.

2.2.2 Honitoring Instrumentation

The inspectors observed process instruments for correlation between channels
and for conformance with TS requirements. In general, instrumentation was
within tolerance as required by licensee procedures and the TS. However, on
September 6, 1994, during a walkdown of the control room panels, the inspector
found that SW flow through residual heat removal (RHR) Heat Exchanger 8 was
indicating approximately 6200 gallons per minute (gpm) on Panel P601
(SW-FI-6028), a value significantly below its TS surveillance minimum of 6900
gpm. The normal range is 6900 to 7600 gpm. The inspector notified the
control room operator, who was unaware of the apparent low flow condition,
despite the pump having been running for approximately 1 hour. The operator
initially reasoned that the indicated low flow may have been due to the SW

system being operated in the "splash mode" (i.e., bypassing the spray trees
and rejecting water directly to the spray ponds). The inspector noted that



this reasoning appeared to be in error because in the splash mode there was

less resistance to flow, so flow should increase in that mode. The operator
then requested that the shift engineer review the transient data acquisition
system computer data point to determine if flow was actually low. The

Transient data acquisition system indicated that SW flow through the RHR heat
exchanger was actually 7200 gpm. The licensee subsequently determined that
SW-FI-6028 was out of calibration and that there were no operability
questions.

The inspector discussed this observation with the operations division manager.
The operations division manager noted that the control room operators were
expected to be attentive to control panel indications and alarms, with an

emphasis placed on monitoring and trending for early detection of problem
situations. The inspector was concerned that this represented a situation
where operators were not fully cognizant of the indications in the control
room. The operations manager acknowledged the inspector's comments.

2.2.3 Shift Hanning

The inspectors observed control room and shift manning for conformance with
10 CFR 50.54 (k), TS, and administrative procedures. The inspectors also
observed the attentiveness of the operators in the execution of their duties,
and the control room was observed to be free of distractions such as

nonwork-related radios and reading materials.

2.2.4 Equipment Lineups

The inspectors verified valves and electrical, breakers to be in the position
or condition required by TS and administrative procedures for the applicable
plant mode. This verification included routine control board indication
reviews and conduct of partial system lineups. TS limiting conditions for
operation were verified by direct observation.

On September 1, 1994, the inspector observed that HC-7AA Breaker 7B was

closed, with a placard attached to the breaker stating "Do not close without
shift manager permission and tech staff concurrence." The inspector contacted
the shift manager (SH), who was unaware that the breaker was closed. The SH

indicated that the breaker feeds receptacles that supply power for space
heaters in the winter and the reason for the placard,was to ensure the bus
loading would not be exceeded during emergency conditions. Further
investigation by the inspector'evealed that welders were using the receptacle
to perform work. The inspector informed the SH of the reason for the breaker
closure.

On September 6, the inspector again observed Breaker 7B in the closed position
and no work appeared to be in progress, The inspector informed the licensee
of the continuing lack of operations control of the breaker. The licensee
subsequently opened the breaker. The licensee instructed the control room



. staff to initiate a component status change order when the breaker is closed
to ensure the breaker position is tracked until returned to the normal
position.

The inspector concluded that the operations control of plant configuration
management needed improvement.

2.2.5 Equipment Tagging

The inspectors observed selected equipment, for which tagging requests had
been initiated, to verify that tags were in place and the equipment was in the
condition specified. The inspectors did not identify any deficiencies in
observing clearance orders. However, maintenance personnel, prior to
beginning work, identified three separate errors by EOs hanging tags for
clearance orders, as follows:

~ On August 9, 1994, maintenance personnel found that a danger tag was hung
on FDR-P-19 rather than the required FDR-P-16. The Shift Support
Supervisor (SSS) was informed and the error was corrected. Problem
Evaluation Request (PER) 294-0780 was initiated.

~ On August 10, 1994, maintenance personnel found that Valve FDR-V-199 was
open, but was danger tagged shut. The SSS was informed and the error was
corrected. PER 294-0799 was initiated.

~ On August 23, 1994, maintenance personnel found that a danger tag was
hung on the 'local disconnect for GNA-AC-2 rather than on breaker
E-CB-DPSSl/3. The SSS was informed and the error was corrected.
PER 294-0814 was initiated.

The NRC has noted a number of performance problems associated with EOs during
the past two Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance reports. The
clearance order errors discussed above indicate that these errors are
continuing. The licensee had realized that EO performance required
improvement and solicited an independent assessment from industry. The
assessment was a credible evaluation of EO performance and recommended a
number of corrective actions.

2.2.6 General Plant Equipment Conditions

The inspectors observed plant equipment for indications of system leakage,
improper lubrication, or other conditions that would prevent the system from
fulfilling its functional requirements. Annunciators were observed to
ascertain their status and operability. No violations or deviations were
identified.

On September 15, 1994, the inspector noted that the licensee had achieved a
"black board" in the control room, e.g., no annunciators were lighted. The
licensee had expended significant resources to relieve operations of any. work-
arounds and other deficiencies to facilitate safe operation of the plant.



Licensee management stated that operation with no locked in annunciators
should improve long-term operations performance.

2.2.7 Plant Chemistry

The inspectors reviewed chemical analyses and trend results for conformance
with TS and administrative control procedures.

e

2.3 En ineered Safet Features Walkdown

The inspectors walked down selected engineered safety features systems (and
systems important to safety) to confirm that the systems were aligned in
accordance with plant procedures. During the walkdown of the systems, items
such as hangers, supports, electrical power supplies, cabinets, and cables
were inspected to verify that they were operable and in a condition to perform
their required functions. Proper lubrication and cooling of major components
were also observed For adequacy. The inspectors also verified that certain
system valves were in the required position by both local and remote position
indication, as applicable.

The inspectors walked down accessible portions of the following systems on the
indicated dates:

~Sstem

CAC System

Diesel Generator Systems,
Divisions 1, 2, and 3.

Low Pressure Coolant Injection
Trains A, B, and C

Dates

August 25-September 14

August 16, September 6-7

August 18

Low Pressure Core Spray

High Pressure Core Spray

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling

RHR Trains A and B

Standby Gas Treatment

Standby Liquid Control

Standby SW

August 18

August 18

August 18

August 18

September 8

September 8

September 6





125V DC Electrical Distribution,
Divisions I and 2

September 8

250V DC Electrical Distribution

2.3. 1 Diesel Fuel Oil Alignment

September 8

On September 6, 1994, the inspector questioned the alignment of the diesel
fuel oil system. Each of the three diesel generators (DGs) in the plant were
aligned such that both fuel filters associated with each of the engines were
on 'line for normal and emergency operation. The inspector questioned why the
licensee did not align to one of the fuel filters and switch to the opposite
position when changing out a clogged filter. The concern here was that if
operating with the fuel filter selector switch in the "both" position and the
filters become clogged, the operators would not be able to just shift
positions for changeout.

The inspector researched the basis for the fuel filter selector switch
position.'he inspector noted that the licensee did not control this switch
position in the DG lineup procedure, nor do the licensee's design basis
documents address this issue. However, the inspector found that the switch
position is mentioned in an annunciator response procedure (ARP) for the DGs.
The ARP stated that the fuel filter selector switch must be in the "both"
position because the filters were undersized for full flow. The inspector
contacted the system engineer (SE) and questioned the statement in the ARP.
The SE contacted the vendor who stated that both fuel filters were fully sized
to pass all fuel oil flow necessary. Therefore, the ARP was in error. The
inspector noted that several NRC inspection reports during the last 2 years
addressed issues, with weak or inadequate ARPs. The licensee stated that they
were presently working to improve the quality of ARPs.

In addition, the licensee stated that, if the pressure across the filters
reached 65 psid (pounds per square inch differential), a relief would lift and
provide unfiltered fuel oil to the engine to keep the diesel operating and, as
a preventive measure the fuel oil filters were changed yearly. Also, the
licensee indicated that the vendor technical manual allows for operation of
the selector handle in the both or single filter position. The licensee was
evaluating changes to the ARP and the position of the fuel filter selector
switch at the end of the inspection period. The significance of this finding
is that the licensee did not fully understand the reasons for having the
switch in the "both" position and did not recognize that the design basis
documents and ARPs were not fully consistent.

2.4 Conclusions

The i'nspectors determined that, generally, routine plant operations were good
during this inspection period. Three EO errors, identified by maintenance
personnel, in hanging three clearance orders indicated the continued need for
improvement in EO performance. The NRC inspectors identified control room SW

flow indication being below its TS minimum value, indicative of the need for
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improved panel walkdowns by licensed operators. The licensee's configuration
management programs did not control the position of a breaker in the DG room
and the diesel fuel oil selector switches. Further, there were
inconsistencies specifying diesel *fuel oil selector switch positions in the
ARP and the design basis documents.

The inspectors determined that the engineered safety feature systems were in
good order and aligned in accordance with plant procedures. The licensee
achieved a black board (no annunciators lit) in the control room, resulting
from a strong effort from operations, maintenance, and engineering personnel.

3 ONSITE ENGINEERING (37551, 92903)

The inspectors performed inspections of the following engineering related
activities during this inspection period:

3. 1 Modification of CAC Transmitters

From August 30 through September 16, 1994, the inspector reviewed a design
change package associated with modification of CAC transmitters. Basic Design
Change (BDC) BDC-89'-0299-006 was issued to replace several Barton transmitters
with Rosemount transmitters, including some of the instrument tubing and
isolation valves. The NRC inspector primarily examined the replacement of
Transmitter CAC-LT-1B. The portion of the BDC associated with Transmitter
CAC-LT-1B was completed during Refueling Outage No. 9 {R9), which was
completed on July 30. This inspection included reviews of the BDC, the Field
Change Requests, the implementing work orders (WOs), the new surveillance test
developed as a result of the new transmitter design, the postmaintenance
testing, and a detailed walkdown of the completed design change. The
inspector concluded that a number of discrepancies existed, indicating
weaknesses in the licensee's execution of design changes.

3. 1. 1 Modification Walkdown

The inspector walked down all accessible portions of the BDC to ascertain if
the BDC was completed in a thorough manner and in accordance with all
requirements.

3.1.1.1 Valve Labeling

The licensee had installed five new valves, in the CAC system associated with
this BDC, which had no label plates installed on them. Valve labeling did not
appear to be a part of the BDC, and was not required in the WO or any other
licensee documentation. The inspector noted that the instrument and controls
{1&C) staff had committed a number of errors in the last several Systematic
Assessment of Licensee Performance periods often resulting in engineered
safety features actuations, which had valve labeling as a contributing factor.
Each of the five newly installed valves needs to be manipulated by I&C during
surveillance testing on the CAC system.



3. 1. 1.2 Hissing Tubing Support Clamps

Although not specifically associated with the design change package, the
inspector noted two other discrepancies with the tubing connected to
Transmitter CAC-FT-78. The inspector fou'nd that two tubing clamp supports
were missing from the instrument tubing connected to Transmitter CAC-FT-78
while Drawing CVI-02-71, 85 indicated that these tubing supports were
required. The failure to install these tubing supports as required by the
licensee's drawings is a violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 8, Criterion V

(Violation 397/9427-01).

The inspector researched the apparent cause of the discrepancy and found that,
in 1992, the licensee replaced the tubing connected to Transmitter CAC-FT-78.
Haintenance Work Request (NWR) AR8792, performed in June of 1992, in Step 3.e
of the Quality Control (QC) inspection plan, contains a signature block
verifying the proper installation of tubing clamps. However, this step was-
marked N/A, and there was a "none installed" comment added. The licensee
stated that tubing clamps were not in place prior to the performance of this
MWR; therefore, QC reasoned that none were required. However, the inspector
noted that HWR AR8792 did reference Drawing CVI-02-71, 85; therefore, the
tubing clamps for the instrument tubing were required. The inspector
concluded, that QC erred by noting that no tubing clamps were needed because
none were originally installed.

The design criteria indicated that seismic supports were generally required
for all tubing runs greater than 54 inches. The tubing runs for
Transmitter CAC-FT-78 were significantly longer than 54 inches. However, the
licensee evaluated the missing supports to determine if CAC operability was
challenged. The licensee determined CAC to be operable even with the tubing
supports missing. The licensee had not corrected the problems at the end of
the inspection period.

3. 1.2 Postmaintenance Testing

The inspector reviewed the applicable postmaintenance tests to determine if
they were performed in accordance with established requirements and
satisfactorily demonstrated the operability of newly installed
Transmitter CAC-LT-18. The postmaintenance tests consisted of calibration and
surveillance testing of the Rosemount transmitter and pressure testing of the
new instrument tubing. The testing of the Rosemount transmitter appeared to
be satisfactory. However, the inspector noted a problem with the pressure
testing of the instrument tubing.

The licensee performed PPH 8.7.38, Revision 0, " Informational Visual
Examinations," for pressure testing of the instrument tubing. This procedure
required local pressurization of the tubing to 100 psig, a visual examination,
and required the examiner to certify that the test was performed
satisfactorily on the data sheet. The inspector reviewed the licensee's
completed and reviewed package for the pressure test, The inspector found
that this test was documented improperly. Paragraph 10.5.4 of PPH 8.3.78
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states, "Examiners shall sign and date the Informational Visual Examination
Record (Block..ll) and then check the appropriate 'box for Leakage Identified
Yes/No." The inspector found that, contrary to this requirement, on July 4,
1994, during pressure testing associated with work order LG5003. and CAC-LT-IB,
the test performer did not sign the data sheet in block 11 that the test was
satisfactory.

The inspector discussed this issue with the licensee on September 7, 1994, and
questioned the validity of the test because the technicians had not signed the
verification block that the test was satisfactory. The licensee investigated
this problem and found that the performer completed the test satisfactorily,
but was unfamiliar with the requirements of PPM 8.7.3B, and did not fill out
the data sheet properly. This discrepancy was missed by the test package
reviewer.

Although this issue involves a failure to follow a procedure, there was no
safety significance to the oversight because the acceptance criteria was met
by the test. Therefore, this issue is not being cited and is discussed to
highlight the need for care in the completion of test documentation.

3. 1.3 New Procedure Deficiencies

BOC 89-0299-06 changed CAC-LT-1B from a Barton transmitter to a Rosemount
transmitter. Because Rosemount transmitters are reverse acting transmitters
rather than direct acting, the licensee needed to totally rewrite the .channel
calibration surveillance for CAC-LT-1B, PPM 7.4.6.6. 1.3B, "Hydrogen Recombiner
1B Phase Separator Level Channel Calibration." The inspectot used PPM

7.4.6.6.1.3A {the surveillance for the similar transmitter on CAC train A) as
a reference because CAC-LT-1A had previously been changed to a Rosemount
transmitter long before. The inspector noted some minor discrepancies in the
new procedure.

~ In paragraph 5.0, the list of tools required for the job, the procedure
does not list the requirement for a calibrated torque wrench. A
calibrated torque wrench is required in paragraph 7.2.8 of the procedure.

~ In paragraph 7. 1.5, the procedure requires lifting of a lead on a
terminal board inside of the local panel. However, the wire number was
not listed in the procedure, as it was in PPM 7.4.6.6.3. 1.3A.

~ In paragraphs 7.2.21, 7.2.24, and 7.2.40, PPM 7.4.6.6'.3.1B directs, in
error, the user to manipulate switches and install/remove a jumper at the
local panel for the CAC "B" system in Room 612. Room 612 actually
contains the local panel for the "A" train of CAC.

3. 1.4 Conclusions

The technical work executing the BDC for Transmitter CAC-LT-1B needed
improvement. For example, the licensee: {1) did not identify the need to
install label plates for the new instrument valves; (2) did not properly
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install tubing support clamps for tubing associated with Transmitter CAC-FT-
78; (3) failed to follow the procedure for documenting the postmaintenance
pressure test of the new instrument tubing; and (4) made errors in developing
the new surveillance procedure for the change to a Rosemount transmitter.

3.2 Re lacement of LPRM Strin s

During R9, the licensee replaced seven (out of '41) LPRH strings. The new
design of these detectors (referred to as NA-250 LPRMs) included a cruciform
cross-section instead oF the previous radial design. Due to the change in
cross-sectional shape, the neutronics of the new LPRHs was different. The
licensee's engineering organization did not evaluate the effects of the
different neutronics on testing performed during the power ascension.
Therefore, during power ascension, the licensee identified unforseen
difficulties when calibrating the LPRMs using the traversing in-core
probes (TIPs). The TIP traces associated with the seven strings containing
NA-250 LPRHs showed flux levels approximately 15-20 percent lower than the
old, symmetrical counterparts. The licensee concluded that this resulted in
difficulties in the obtaining accurate thermal limits calculations, rod block
monitor setpoints, and average power range monitor indications. Kowever, each
one oF these items remained operable. The licensee initiated PER 294-0775 to
document the occurrence and provide long-term corrective actions. The
licensee introduced'a bias into the electronics of the NA-250 LPRH strings to
get them to read equally with the symmetric string during TIP calibration.
The. inspector concluded that the licensee did not appropriately review the
design change for its effect on power ascension testing.

3,3 Sam le Rack Leaka e

On August 12, 1994, operators were adding nitrogen to the containment to
maintain the oxygen content of the drywell atmosphere less than the TS limit.
However, despite adding nitrogen to the containment, operators noted that
there was no change in drywell pressure. The shift manager contacted systems
engineering to evaluate the possibility of a leak in a system connected to
containment.

The systems engineering supervisor responded and located a leaking flange in
Monitor CHS-SR-20 (the containment loss of coolant accident (LOCA) radiation
monitor). The licensee initiated PfR 294-0795 to document the event, assess
the safety significance, and propose corrective actions. The licensee
repaired the leak by changing out the gasket associated with the lead
shielding on Monitor CHS-SR-20 and added requirements for periodic changeout
of this gasket every 2 years.

The licensee determined that this event was not a breach of containment
because the, leak was outside the automatic containment isolation valves- and
would be isolated in a design basis event. Therefore, the licensee judged



that this event was not reportable. The licensee performed a review of their
procedures and note'd'hat no credit is taken 'for Honitor CHS-SR-20 during a

design basis event.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's actions and determined that the
identification of the leak indicated good troubleshooting and a questioning
attitude. 8owever, the inspector found that PPH 9.3.22, "Core Damage
Evaluation," directs the user to place the containment LOCA radiation monitors
on line to aid in evaluation of core damage if the core was uncovered after an
accident. The inspector noted that, although PPH 9.3.22 was a 'beyond design
basis'rocedure, bringing the LOCA radiation monitors on line with leaks
would result in a release outside of primary containment. The licensee
acknowledged the inspectors comments and noted that the preventive maintenance
for gasket changeout would minimize potential leaks through this path.

3.4 Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the licensee's performance of technical work
needed improvement. For example, the design change package for the CAC

transmitter changeouts did not thoroughly address all impacts to the system,
and an inadequate review of the design change associated with changeout of the
LPRH strings resulted in lack of under standing of the effects of the different
shielding configuration. The licensee's discovery of the leaking flange in
Honitor CHS-SR-20 reflected good troubleshooting and a questioning attitude.

4 PLANT SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (71750)

The inspectors evaluated plant support activities based on observation of work
activities, review of records, and facility tours. The inspectors noted the
following during this evaluation.

4. 1 Fire Protection

The inspectors observed firefighting equipment and controls for conformance
with administrative procedures. Due to concerns with Thermo-Lag and fire
seals, and because a number of fire doors were propped open to support outage
work, the inspectors noted that a very high number of fire protection system
impairments existed for which fire tours were being conducted as compensatory
measures. The licensee had, however, reduced the number of nonprogammatic
fire protection impairments over this inspection period.

4.2 Radiation Protection Controls

The inspectors periodically observed radiological protection practices to
determine whether the licensee's program was being implemented in conformance
with facility policies and procedures and in compliance with regulatory
requirements. The inspectors also observed compliance with radiation work
permits, proper wearing of protective equipment and personnel monitoring
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devices, and personnel frisking practices. Radiation monitoring equipment was
frequently monitored -to verify operability and adherence to calibration
frequency.

On August 18, 1994, the inspector found a contaminated area boundary sign
laying down in the low pressure core spray pump room. The inspector noted
that the boundary had been held together with duct tape and the
temperature/humidity in the pump room had caused the tape to degrade and
release the boundary rope. The inspector informed Health Physics, who
corrected the problem and initiated PER 294-0799 to document this occurrence
and recommend corrective actions.

The inspector noted that several previous NRC inspection reports address
issues associated with degraded radiation protection boundary signs and.
discussed this fact with the plant manager. The licensee then conducted an
all employee "timeout" on radiation protection requirements and the need for
licensee personnel to be aware of the condition of radiation protection
boundaries.

4.3 Plant Housekee in

The inspectors observed plant conditions and material/equipment storage to
determine the general state oF cleanliness and housekeeping. Housekeeping in
the radiologically controlled area was evaluated with respect to controlling
the spread of surface and airborne contamination. The inspector noted that
housekeeping was very good in all plant areas.

4.4 ~Securit

The inspectors periodically observed security practices to ascertain that the
licensee's implementation of the security plan was in accordance with site
procedures, that the search equipment at the access control points was opera-
tional, that the vital area portals were kept locked and alarmed, and that
personnel allowed access to the protected area were badged and monitored and
the monitoring equipment was functional.

4.4. 1 Inadequate Locking of Breakers

On September 14, 1994, the inspector noted that the padeyes for locks on the
security power supply were bent such that the locking devices appeared to have
been defeated. The inspector informed the licensee security organization who
noted that the locks were present for the secondary alarm station for
convenience only and were not required in the physical security plan.
However, the inspector noted that these locked breakers were in the control"
room and that numerous licensee personnel had performed tours and observations
in the control room and had not observed or questioned the conditions which
were obviously not in accordance with good design.
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4.4.2 Inappropriate Behavior in the Protected Area

On August 16, 1994,. licensee management held an,all employee "timeout" to
address inappropriate behavior inside the protected area. This timeout was
undertaken as corrective action for a incident of inappropriate behavior that
challenged the security department on Ju'ne 17, 1994, as discussed in NRC

Inspection Report 50-397/94-22. However, this timeout did not appear to be
fully effective because, on August 25, 1994, another incident of inappropriate
behavior was reported within the protected area in the painter's clothing
change area. Licensee investigation revealed that inappropriate behavior had
been occurring over a significant period, with the knowledge of shop
supervision. The inspector discussed this event with licensee management and
noted that, in this case, supervision was aware of a significant issue but did
not report these situations to licensee management. The licensee took
administrative action to address the inappropriate behavior and was evaluating
methods to improve vertical communication within the Supply System at the end
of the inspection period.

4.5 Emer enc Plannin

The inspectors toured the Emergency Operations Facility, the Operations
Support Center, and the Technical Support Center and ensured that these
emergency facilities were in a state of'eadiness. Housekeeping was noted to
be good and all necessary equipment appeared to be functional.

4.6 Conclusions

The licensee continues to maintain a large number of fire impairments in the
plant. The licensee continues to experience problems regarding the control
and maintenance of contaminated area boundaries. The inspector concluded that
the questioning attitude on the part of the control room staff appeared to
require strengthening in that the inspector identified the obviously bent
padeyes for the locks on security breakers. Housekeeping in the plant and in
the emergency preparedness centers was good.

5 SURVEILLANCE TESTING (61726)

The inspectors reviewed surveillance tests required to be performed by the TS
on a sampling basis to verify that: (1) a technically adequate procedure
existed for performance of the surveillance tests; (2) the surveillance tests
had been performed at the frequency specified in the TS and in accordance with
the TS surveillance requirements; and (3) test results satisfied acceptance
criteria or were properly dispositioned.

The inspectors observed portions of the following surveillance on the dates
indicated:
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Procedure Descri tion Dates Performed

7.4.3.4. 1.2 ATWS-RPT-ARI Actuation on September 2

High Reactor Vessel Pressure

7.4.8.2.1.20 Weekly Battery Testing

7.4.3.3. 1.67 4. 16 KV Emergency Bus
Degraded Voltage Channel
Functional Test

September 6

September 7

7.4.3. 1. 1.53 Reactor Protection September 15
System (RPS) Reactor Vessel
Steam Dome Pressure-High;
Division II (B and D)

During an observation on September 15, 1994, of the surveillance of the
"Reactor Protection System (RPS) Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High
Division II (B and D)," in accordance with PPM 7.4.3. 1. 1.53, the inspector
determined that the status lights on Panel H13-P611 were misidentified in the
procedure. The Channel Functional Test/Calibration of MS-PS-23D indicated,
incorrectly, in paragraphs 7.2.2 and 7.2. 14 to confirm that status lamps SCRAM

GROUP SOLENOIDS ENERGIZED I, 2, 3, and 4 on Panel H13-P603 were illuminated.
In fact, those SCRAM GROUP SOLENOIDS ENERGIZED 1, 2, 3, and 4 lamps were on
Panel H13-P611 instead of H13-P603. This finding was presented by the IEC
technician to the Control Room Supervisor who initiated a pen and ink
correction to Procedure 7.4.3. 1. 1.53, paragraphs 7.2.2 and 7.2. 14. The
inspector noted that the entire paragraph 7. 1 referenced the correct panels
and that paragraphs 7.2. 12 and 7.2.29 also referenced the correct panels.
Additionally, the surveillance was performed satisfactorily with no out-of-
specification results. Shortly after the successful accomplishment of the
surveillance, the licensee changed Procedure 7.4 '. 1. 1.53 to correct the
discrepancy by way of a procedure deviation form, issued on September 15,
1994.

The inspector concluded that these surveillances were performed and documented
properly.

6 MAINTENANCE OBSERVATIONS (62703)

During the inspection period, the inspectors observed and reviewed
documentation associated with maintenance and problem investigation activities
to verify compliance with regulatory requirements, administrative and
maintenance procedures, required gA/gC involvement, proper use of clearance
tags, proper equipment alignment and use of jumpers, personnel qualifications,
and proper retesting. The inspectors verified that reportability for these
maintenance activities was correct.



The inspectors witnessed portions of the following maintenance activities:

I~l Dates Performed

MX8901, Replace DG-RLY-P/2A1/1

Loop Calibration of ARM-RIS-23

August 17-18

August )9

Diesel Starting Air (DSA) Relay Changeout August 23

LK05, DSA-DY-2 Replacement August 24-25

Replace DSA-RV-14

6. 1 Diesel Lube Oil Pum Rela Re lacement

September 6

On August 17 and 18, 1994, the inspector witnessed replacement of
DG-RLY-P/2A1/1, which was a relay in the diesel lube oil pump circuits for
DG-2. On August 17, 1994, the workers attempted to start the work. However,
the electricians found 60 vdc at the relay. The work package did not indicate
that this job included work on energized circuits; therefore, a job hazards
analysis was not prepared prior. to the work. The electricians demonstrated
good initiative and stopped the job until the next day. The inspector found
that the work, control staff had intended from the beginning that this job be
performed with those circuits energized, but this desire was not adequately
communicated to the electricians at the work site.

On August 18, 1994, the licensee again began the relay replacement'. The WO

stated that operations was to use a human danger tag for the work, and
reposition the switch at the diesel generator panel. The inspector noted that
the individuals at the work site (including the equipment operator) were not
aware that this work order invoked the requirements of a human danger tag.
PPM 1.3.8, "Danger Tag Clearance Order," contains the requirements for use of
a human danger tag. The relay replacement of August 18 met most of the intent
of the human danger tag,requirements because an equipment operator was staged
at the lube oil pump switch that was taken to the "OFF" position. However,
the status of the lube oil pump switch was not tracked in the component status
change order log as recommended by PPM 1.3.8.

The inspector concluded that the electricians were right to stop the job in
the face of uncertainty, but that they had not fully read the WO or properly
prepared to conduct the task. The inspector also concluded that maintenance
supervision had not adequately communicated their expectations to perform the
work with energized circuits.

6.2 Re lacement of DSA-DY-2 Air Dr er for DG-ENG-1C

The licensee replaced the air dryers in the diesel air start systems as a
result of wall thinning. The work instructions for the Division 3 diesel air
start system were provided in WO LK05, Task 01.
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The inspector observed the removal of the installed air dryer. The licensee
workers''erformed the activities in accordance with the work instructions and
observed appropriate safety precautions. The inspector also observed the
preparation of the replacement air dryer. The inspector noted the workers
verified that the replacement air dryer had the same base diameter as the
original air dryer, but they did not verify any other dimensions.

When the workers attempted to install the replacement air dryer, they found
that the inlet and outlet penetrations were not aligned with the installed
piping. Work was stopped at that point and the SE was contacted. The
licensee concluded that a modification was required. This modification
resulted in several days of delay in completing this task.

The inspector reviewed the purchase order and receipt inspection for the air
dryer. The air dryer was purchased as nonsafety-related using the make and
model number of the originally installed air dryer as reference. The
inspector found that no dimensions were specified for the replacement air
dryer.

The function of the air dryer was to remove moisture from the air used for
starting the emergency DG, Excessive moisture in the air could result in a
failure oF the emergency DG to start. The inspector concluded that the
licensee had not conducted the diesel air dryer replacement preparations
commensurate with the needed performance implications.

The lack of specific receipt inspection criteria to verify that the
replacement air dryer was the same as the originally 'installed air dryer was
considered to be a weakness in procurement engineering, system engineering,
and quality control.

6.3 Conclusions

The inspectors determined that, in general, these maintenance activities were
performed ahd documented properly. The licensee did not fully prepare for the
replacement of the diesel generator relay in that the personnel involved were
not aware that the work was to be done in the vicinity of energized circuits
and required a human danger tag, The licensee did not adequately prepare for
the DG air dryer replacement in that inadequate research was done to ensure
that the new air dryer would fit in the system prior to disassembly of the old
ait dryer. However, it is worth noting that, in both cases, workers stopped
in the face of uncertainty to obtain clarification.

7 OPERATIONS FOLLOWUP (92901)

7.1 Closed Followu Item 397 9313-04: Leak Detection Used to Verif
Primar Containment Inte rit

In NRC Inspection Report 50-397/93-04, the inspector noted that procedure
PPH 7.4.6. 1. 1, "Primary Containment Integrity Verification," stated that
approximately 70 isolation valves in the procedure were marked to indicate
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that local verification of valve positive was not required during plant
operation. Local verification" of valve" position was only required following a

refueling outage. The procedure stated that these valves were verified
indirectly by satisfactorily performing leak detection surveillance on the
areas containing the valves. However, the procedure contained no provisions
to direct verification of the position of these valves should any of the leak
detection surveillances fail. This issue was being followed to determine if
this method meets the intent of the TS, when a leak detection surveillance was
unsatisfactory.

The licensee initiated PER 293-880 to follow up on this issue.

The licensee's evaluation found that PPH 7.4.6. 1. 1's performed monthly (every
31 days) to satisfy the TS 4.6. 1. 1.6. The double asterisk (**) associated
with TS 4.6. 1. 1.6 was an exception for valves, blind flanges, and other
deactivated automatic valves which were within the primary containment, or
other areas administratively controlled, to prohibit access for reasons of
personnel safety (i.e., radiation and temperature). The approximately
70 valves in question were in administratively controlled areas (either high
radiation zones or neutron fields). These valves were, therefore, not
required to be verified during power operations.

The inspector reviewed PER 293-880 and TS 4.6. 1. 1.6. The inspector agreed
with the licensee's evaluation.

7.2 Closed Violation 397 9318-07: Failure to Follow Refuelin Procedures

The inspector's review of core alteration activities noted that the licensee
had identified several errors by Operations and Engineering personnel,
indicating that attention to detail by the individuals required improvement.
The errors included: skipped steps in the refueling sequence, conflicting
statements in the Nuclear Component Transfer Plan, misoriented blade guides,
and misoriented fuel bundles. In each case, when an error was identified, the
licensee took prompt action to correct the error, i.e., complete missing step,
or re-orient the blade guide or fuel bundle. Also, Supply System 0uality
Assurance did a continuous monitoring of the refueling operations after
Hay 20, 1993, when the refueling errors were identified and gA performed an
independent full core verification for proper fuel loading. To prevent
recurrence, the licensee reviewed the refueling errors identified in NRC

Inspection Report 50-397/93-18 with the refueling personnel prior to the
movement of irradiated fuel during 1994 R-9. The inspector verified all of
the corrective actions were completed. The actions taken appeared appropriate
to address the problem.

7.3 Closed Violation 397 9324-05:'ailure to Follow Procedures

On June 20, 1993, the licensee removed the hardware associated with a
temporary modification request but failed to follow procedures to complete
administrative requirements. The licensee responded by letter dated
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September 30, 1993. In that letter, the licensee acknowledged the violation
and provided corrective actions to correct the problem.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's actions related to this violation. The
inspector found that the licensee's actions were completed as indicated in the
September 30, 1993, letter.

8 ENGINEERING FOLLOWUP {92903)

8. 1 Closed Deviation 397 9116-02: Failure to Meet Commitments Related to
Generic Letter 89-10 "Safet -Belated Motor-0 crated Valve Testin and
Surveillance"

During the first inspection of the licensee's motor-operated valve program in
1991, an inspector identified a deviation, with several examples, from the
commitment to implement the guidance of Generic Letter 89-10, "Safety-Related
Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance." The examples of the deviation
were that the emergency operating procedures were not reviewed when the scope
of the program was established; that normal operating pressures were used
instead of the maximum differential pressure; that valve mispositioning had
not been considered; that calculations for sizing and switch settings had not
considered the effects of high temperatures; and that thermal overload switch
settings had not been addressed with respect to the affect on actuator
capability.

The licensee responded to the deviation by letter dated September 16, 1991.
The licensee acknowledged the deviation and provided proposed corrective
actions. The inspector reviewed the licensee'orrective actions, documented
in the September 16, 1991, letter and subsequent letters. The inspector
concluded that the licensee's actions had been completed as stated.

8.2 Closed Deviation 397 9116-04: Inade uate Motor-0 crated Tor ue

During the first inspection of the licensee's motor-operated valve program in
1991, an inspector identified a deviation from a commitment in the Updated
Final Safety Analysis Report related to motor-operated valve capability to
operate at 80 percent of rated voltage. The inspector identified a valve that
calculations indicated would not operate under maximum differential pressure
below 87 percent of rated voltage.

The licensee responded to the deviation by letter dated September 16, 1991.
The licensee acknowledged the deviation and provided proposed corrective
actions. The corrective actions were to evaluate the operability of the
identified motor-operated valve, to evaluate other valves which required
greater than 80 percent of rated voltage, and to revise the commitment in the

.Updated Final Safety Analysis Report to allow deviation from the established
80 percent voltage requirement, provided that analysis justified using the
less conservative voltage levels
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The inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions and concluded that
the acti'ons had been completed as stated.

8.3 Closed Violation 397 9235-03: Failure to Perform Safet Evaluation in
Accordance With 10 CFR 50.59

4

During an inspection conducted in October 1992, an inspector identified a
violation for the failure to perform a safety evaluation for a change to the
facility as described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. The change
to the facility involved the contamination of the turbine building sumps that
were designed to be operated as nonradioactive sumps.

In response to the Notice of Violation, the licensee stated in their
December 23, 1992, letter, that the safety evaluation would be completed by
December 30, 1992, and that WNP-2 would be "in full compliance on December 30,
1992, when the 10 CFR 50.59 analysis [wasj completed."

During this inspection period, the inspector found that the safety evaluation
had not been completed until January 8, 1993. The inspector reviewed the
completed safety evaluation and concluded that the licensee had completed the
evaluation in accordance with regulatory requirements and that no unreviewed
safety question existed.

The inspector questioned the licensee about the missed commitment date for
compliance. The licensee informed the inspector that the issue of missed
commitments had been identified in PER 294-0323, dated April 26, 1994. The
PER identified 11 instances where either the commitment date was not met or
the .commitment was not completed as stated. The actions taken to date
included: an interoffice memorandum from the Plant Manager, issued on
June 15, 1994, to all facility employees that discussed management's
expectations related to meeting commitments; and a message to employees, via
E-mail, emphasizing the importance of timely closure of commitments.

8.4 Closed Violation 397 9318-09: Desi n Chan e Plant Modification
Re uest PHR Im lemented Prior to Plant 0 eratin Committee POC

~Avoval

The licensee identified in PER 293-321 that the PHR 92-0120 for downsizing the
fuses on certain motor operated valves was implemented prior to the approval
by the POC. The inspector observed that the licensee had missed several
opportunities within their review system to prevent this problem before it
occurred. For example, the maintenance personnel who performed the fuse
replacement did not recognize the implications of mixing corrective
maintenance with design changes. Furthermore, guality Control, in the review
of the revised MWR, did not identify the fact that PMR-92-0120 had not
received POC approval. When the licensee's project engineer identified the
error, he initiated PER 293-321. As a result of the licensee's evaluation,
the following corrective actions were taken:

~ PHR 29-0120-01 was approved by the POC on April 7, 1993.
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~ The four HWRs that were previously worked were revised to add the
requirements of PPH 1.4. 1, ",,Plant Hodifications," and PPH 1.3.7, "Work
Hanagement," and the Control Room top-tier drawings were red-lined. The
remaining 19 HWRs for the motor-operated valve fuse replacement were
revised accordingly.

~ Since personnel error occurred in three licensee organizations,
supplemental training was provided to personnel in the Project
Engineering, Haintenance, and guality Control organizations, emphasizing
the procedural requirement that plant modifications, as covered by
PPHs 1.4. 1 and 1.3.7 (as compared to corrective maintenance covered only
by PPH 1.3.7) may not be performed without approval.

In NRC Inspection Report 50-397/93-18, the inspectors documented that the
training for the Project Engineer, Plant Haintenance, and guality Control
disciplines had been verified. During this inspection, the inspector verified
the revised PMR (29-0120-01) was approved by POC, and the requirements of PPH
1.4. 1 and 1.3.7 were added to the MWRs. The inspector concluded that the
licensee took adequate corrective action to address the failures to review and
approve PHR 29-0120 according to the applicable procedures and took action to
prevent bypassing required POC approval of future PHRs.

8.5 Closed Followu Item 397 9318-11: Drawin U rade Pro ram for Time
Dela Rela Set pints

The licensee had established a project to control drawings that listed
calibration information for all time delay relays. This item has remained
open pending completion of drawing revisions to provide the calibration data.

The inspector reviewed Time Delay Relay Setting Drawings E514-30, "gCI Time
Delay Relay Settings," Revision 0, and E514-31, "Non gCI Time Delay Relay
Tabulation," Revision 0. These drawings were issued on April 5, 1994, and
Harch 31, 1994, respectively.

8.6 Closed Violation 397 9324-03: Inade uate Procedure

In June 1993, an inspector identified that Plant Procedure Hanual 7.4.1. 1,
"Reactor Shutdown Hargin and/or Demonstration," was inadequate in that it did
not provide direction to use the appropriate values to calculate the effective
neutron multiplication factor with all rods in the core. The licensee
responded by letter dated September 30, 1993. In that letter, the licensee
acknowledged the violation and provided corrective actions to correct the
problem.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's actions and concluded that they were
adequate to resolve the issue.
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, 8.7 Closed Violation 397 9324-04: Inade uate Procedure

In July 1993, an inspector identified that PPH 9.3. 1, "Hanual Core Heat
Balance," Revision 6, was inadequate in that it directed that data be obtained
that did not reflect the actual flow through bypassed reactor water cleanup
demineralizers. The. licensee responded by letter dated September 30, 1993.
In that letter, the licensee acknowledged the violation and provided
corrective actions to correct the problem.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's actions related to this violation. The
inspector found that the licensee's actions were completed as indicated in the
September 30, 1993, letter.

8.8 Closed Followu Item 397 9404-02: Review Electrical Penetration
Assembl Ins ections

This item remained open after additional inspection was performed in June
1994, The inspectors left the item open pending a review of the licensee's
destructive examination of removed penetration modules and a review of the
completed justification for continued operation.

During this inspection period, an inspector reviewed the report prepared by
the licensee that documented the results of the destructive testing. The
inspector found that no new information was noted as a result of the
additional destructive tests. The inspector also reviewed the licensee's
justification for operating another cycle without replacing the nonsafety-
related modules with the suspect material. The inspector concluded that the
licensee's evaluation w'as reasonable and conservative, and that the licensee's
conclusion to allow operation was acceptable.

9 PLANT SUPPORT FOLLOWUP

9. 1 Closed Violation 397 9318-05: Hi h Radiation Area Barrier

This violation involved a number of problems associated with the posting of
high radiation and radiation areas.

.The licensee in each case immediately established or re-established adequate
sign/barrier posting for the radiation area or high radiation area, as
appropriate, at each location. A plant walkdown'as performed to ensure all
radiation area barriers were complete, and the subject rope/barrier postings
were subsequently replaced with swing gates. The licensee's actions taken to
prevent recurrence included: (1) PPH 11.2.7. 1, "Area Posting," was
subsequently revised such that noninteractive barriers (such as swing gates)
are used at ingress and egress points to radiation areas; (2) The Health
Physics Tour Report Form was revised to give more specific direction on what
to look for during daily posting inspections; and (3) A Health Physics "Time
Out" was held on September 15, 1993, to discuss plant personnel
responsibilities in maintaining radiation area rope barrier posting.
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The inspector verified that each of the corrective actions taken by the
licensee were completed by reviewing the closure documents. The inspector
also toured selected portions of the reactor and turbine building to conduct
direct observation of radiation and high radiation areas. The corrective
actions included in the licensee's response to the violation (letter dated
September 8, 1993) appear to have adequately addressed .the issue.

10 ONSITE AND IN-OFFICE REVIEW OF LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS (LERs) (92700,
90712)

The inspectors reviewed the following LERs associated with operating events.

10. 1 Closed LER 93-22 Revisions 0 and 1: Two Control Rods Were Withdraw
With Their Scram Accumulator's Ino erable

This LER discussed an event in which two control rods were withdrawn with the
associated scram accumulators inoperable on May 24 and 26, 1993.

The licensee, identified that the root causes of this event established certain
following corrective actions.

The licensee revised the original LER to address the issues raised by the NRC
Resident Inspector concerning the Control Room Inoperable Equipment Log,
personnel accountability, and proper interpretation of TS. In response to
these concerns, the licensee reinvestigated the event and changed the
Description, Further Evaluation, and Similar Events sections, including the
root causes and corrective actions.

The inspector verified that the licensee had completed all the corrective
actions for the Revision 1 of the LER by reviewing the closure documents and
conducting discussions with licensee personnel that participated in the
evaluation of the event and corrective actions. The inspector verified that
all the corrective actions listed for Revision 0 were completed, except
records for the revision of the procedures selected by Reactor Engineering.
The licensee acknowledged that the records were incomplete and entered the
required .action in their plant tracking system. Since these corrective

:'-.actions were enhancements, the licensee's action to .prevent recurrence
appeared .sufficient.

10.2 0 en LER 50-397 94-12: Control Room Emer enc Filter WMA-FU-54B
Ino erable due to Leakin Delu e Su l Isolation Valve

This LER described an event in which the control room emergency filtration
system was inoperable in excess of the TS allowable time limit. The event
appeared to have missed opportunities to identify and correct the problem by
operations personnel and the SE. The event also appeared to have potential
safety significance. The inspector determined that additional NRG onsite
followup was necessary for a complete understanding of the iss'ues involved and
to fully assess the safety significance.
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10.3 In-OFfice Review

The below LERs are closed based on, in-office review:

397/93-04, Revision 0

397/93-06, Revision 0

Improperly Seated Fuses Could Have Caused a
Loss of Residual Keat Removal Capability
During a Seismic Event

Hanual Reactor Scram Initiated Due to
Reactor Recirculation Pump Trip While
Operating in the Area of Increased
Awareness

397/93-08, Revisions 0 and I

397/93-30, Revisions 0 and I

Logic System Functional Test Requirements
for Emergency Bus Undervoltage Logic not
Fully Implemented Due to Inadequate
Procedure Development

Hissing Cable Tray Covers Discovered
During the Electrical Power Raceway
Walkdown



ATTACHNENT

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

Washih ton Publ'i'c Power-'Su' S sterh.

*V. Parrish, Assistant Managing Director for Operations
*H. Flasch, Engineering Director
*J. Gearhart, guality Assurance Director
J. Swailes, Plant Manager
J. Baker, Technical Training Manager

*G. Smith, Operations Division Manager
*C. Schwarz, Operations Manager
*H. Reddemann, Technical Services Division Manager
*R. Webring, Support Services Manager
*D. Larkin, Engineering Services Manager
*P. Bemis, Regulatory Programs Manager
*W. Barley, Radiation Protection Manager
*S. Davison, Plant Support Assessments Manager
*P. Taylor, Shift Manager
*R. Matthews, Electrical Engineering Manager

D. Swank, Compliance Manager
*B. Hugo, Compliance Engineer

The inspectors also interviewed various control room operators, shift
supervisors and shift managers, maintenance, engineering, quality assurance,
and management personnel.

*Attended the exit meeting on September 16, 1994.

2 EXIT HEETING

An exit meeting was conducted on September 16, 1994. During this meeting, the
inspectors reviewed the scope and findings of the inspection. The licensee
acknowledged the inspectors'indings. The licensee did not identify as
proprietary any of the information provided to, or reviewed by, the
inspectors.


